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INTRODUCTION 
 

PURPOSE 

 

The Lake Avenue to Lighthouse Trail and Overlook Project is being undertaken as part of 

the City of Rochester’s Port Public Marina & Mixed Use Development project.  The trail 

is intended to connect Lake Avenue with the Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse, and is 

envisioned as a multi-use trail and scenic overview, with related pedestrian amenities.  

An important goal is to improve access to historically and visually significant views, 

including views to the lighthouse and waterfront.  The project was identified in the City 

of Rochester’s Local Waterfront Revitalization Program (LWRP) and in the Plan and 

Environmental Impact Statement for the Port of Rochester as an important part of the 

city’s revitalization plan for the Charlotte neighborhood. 

 

This report identifies, describes, and investigates the history of historic features that may 

be affected by the project.  This information will be used to inform trail design, as well as 

to evaluate the impact of the project on historically and/or architecturally significant 

buildings and/or landscapes.  The report includes a brief overview of the history of 

Charlotte, documents the area’s extant landscape and architectural elements, and assesses 

the historic and/or architectural (including landscape architecture) significance of 

individual resources.   

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

To determine the significance of resources in the project area, Bero Architecture PLLC 

staff toured the proposed trail site and its surroundings, identified extant features, and 

researched the history of resources in and around the project area.  Properties owned by 

the City of Rochester on which trail development is proposed, as well as properties 

adjacent to the trail’s expected route, are included in the report.  Railroad tracks to the 

north and east of the trail’s projected route were used as the north/east boundary of the 

evaluation area, for three reasons: (1) the tracks delineate a distinct boundary and buffer, 

topographically and visually; (2) there are no extant historic buildings or landscapes 

immediately north or east of the tracks; and (3) this trail project will have limited impacts 

on adjacent properties and no impacts on more distant properties. 

 

The list of properties evaluated in this report is as follows: 

 

 4492 Lake Avenue (Holy Cross Church) 

4550 Lake Avenue (Islamic Association of Masjid Al-Sabur) 

 4554 Lake Avenue (Rochester Gas & Electric Substation) 

 4560 Lake Avenue (Suss Service) 

4576 and 4580 Lake Avenue (Owned by the City of Rochester, two vacant 

properties with one structure) 

70 Lighthouse Street (Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse) 
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Map of project area, with buildings highlighted and properties covered in this report numbered. 

 

These resources were evaluated by applying the eligibility criteria for the National 

Register of Historic Places, a nationwide standard for assessing historic resources.  

Properties that are more than 50 years old, retain a sufficient level of integrity,
1
 and 

possess architectural or historical importance are eligible for listing in the National 

Register of Historic Places.  The following Criteria for Evaluation
2
 have been developed 

by the National Park Service to provide a standardized method for determining 

significance: 

 

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, 

engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and 

objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 

feeling, and association, and: 

 

A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 

broad patterns of our history; or 

 

                                                 

1
 Integrity is defined by the National Park Service in “National Register Bulletin 16A” as the “authenticity 

of a property’s historic identity, evidenced by the survival of physical characteristics that existed during the 

property’s historic period.”  A “high level of integrity” is a prerequisite for National Register Listing. 

2
 Code of Federal Regulations, Title 36, Part 60 
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B. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 

 

C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction, or that represent the work of master, or that possess high artistic 

values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose individual 

components may lack distinction; or 

 

D. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in 

prehistory or history. 

 

Listing a property in the National Register requires an extensive documentation and 

approval process.  If a property is not listed but appears to meet the eligibility criteria, it 

may be referred to as “potentially eligible.”  The actual determination of a property’s 

eligibility is made by the regional Survey & Evaluation Unit representative of the New 

York State Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation (OPRHP).  If OPRHP 

determines a property eligible, the property is referred to as “deemed eligible.”  As of 

November 2013, one building in the vicinity of the project, the Charlotte-Genesee 

Lighthouse, is listed in the National Register, and one, Holy Cross Church, has been 

officially determined eligible.  None of the other resources in the vicinity have been 

evaluated by OPRHP.
3
   

 

This historic resource inventory follows the National Park Service’s guidelines for 

historic resource documentation.  Terminology, classification, and format standards have 

been established by the Park Service to ensure consistency in the evaluation of historic 

properties.   

 

The documentation text of this report is divided into two sections: 

 

The Historic Overview provides a brief overview of the history of Charlotte, with 

a focus on the project area, and the relationship between these areas and important 

local and national themes. 

 

The Inventory describes each resource including its setting, associated landscape 

features, and other physical characteristics.  Known changes or alterations are 

described.  Each inventory form includes a significance section describing its 

architectural and historical importance, the quality of design present on the 

property, and notes about important persons associated with the property.  Also 

included is a discussion of the historic integrity of the resource. 

 

                                                 
3
 Correspondence with Robert Englert, Survey & Evaluation Unit, OPRHP, November 26-27, 2013. 
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HISTORIC OVERVIEW 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Lake Avenue to Lighthouse Trail project is proposed for properties owned by the 

City of Rochester east of Lake Avenue and south/west of the railroad tracks, in the city’s 

Charlotte neighborhood.  The project area was historically part of the village of Charlotte, 

which was an independent village until its annexation by the city of Rochester in 1916. 

 

A Cultural Resource Survey for the Port of Rochester Harbor Improvement and Harbor 

Ferry Terminal, a previous iteration of the present Public Marina & Harbor Improvement 

project, was completed in December 2000 and included an overview history of the 

Charlotte neighborhood, with particular attention to the port.  The “Culture History” 

section of that study is included as Appendix A of this report.  The following overview is 

drawn largely from that report. 

 

GEOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF THE GENESEE RIVER 

 

The Genesee River originated as a pre-glacial waterway that meandered through what is 

now Southern New York, connecting with the ancient Ontarian River in the present Lake 

Ontario basin.  From Fishers northward, the river generally followed the course of 

present-day Irondequoit Creek and Irondequoit Bay.  When the Laurentian Ice Sheet 

advanced about one million years ago, it deepened existing north-south rivers and carved 

new valleys.  The final retreat of the ice, about 20,000 years ago, left fundamentally 

changed topography in its wake; such characteristic features of upstate New York as the 

Finger Lakes and terminal moraines (such as the Pinnacle Hills) were formed by the 

advance and retreat of the glaciers.   

 

The reshaping of the land altered the route of the Genesee River from its pre-glacial 

curving path into a more direct south-to-north orientation.  For example, an eastward 

curve in the river near Avon was blocked by glacial deposits, forcing the river to carve a 

new northward route to Lake Iroquois, predecessor of today’s Lake Ontario.  As the river 

encountered alternating hard and soft rock layers in this new valley, it formed 

Rochester’s notable gorge and the series of waterfalls that would prove so significant in 

the city’s history, as well as the marshy bay at the mouth of the river.
4
 

 

NATIVE AMERICAN PRESENCE 

 

The present site of the Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse is known, through archaeological 

evidence, to have been occupied by Native American campsites in the Archaic era, as 

were other sites along the Genesee River.  Locations along the Genesee River and Lake 

Ontario were sites of intermittent contact between the Seneca and European explorers, 

                                                 
4
 Charles F. Wray, “Rivers and Lakes of the Rochester Area,” in Getting Acquainted with the Geological 

Story of the Rochester and Genesee Valley Areas (Pittsford, New York: Rochester Academy of Science, 

1968).  Accessed online at http://www.rasny.org/geostory/toc.htm, 1 February 2013. 
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missionaries, and traders in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; the Senecas’ 

permanent villages, however, were located farther south.
5
 

 

EARLY EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT 1791-1869 

 

It was not until after the Revolutionary War that the Genesee River region was opened to 

European settlement, as Native American claims were extinguished and the land made 

available to settlers.  The first European-American resident of what would become 

Charlotte was William Hincher (sometimes spelled Hencher), who built a hut on the west 

side of the Genesee River in 1791.  In 1792 Hincher built a log house on what is now the 

Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse site.
6
  A second settler, John Jones, established a trading 

post near the Hincher cabin in 1792.
7
 

 

In 1805, the United States government appointed a customs agent to handle international 

trade at the Charlotte port, which was then a small settlement consisting of a handful of 

cabins.  The distinction as an official port helped Charlotte prosper in what was then a 

rivalry among several settlements along the Genesee River.
8
 

 

With the exception of the duration of the War of 1812, when lake trade was curtailed and 

the area was threatened by several minor British incursions, trade at Charlotte grew 

steadily in the first two decades of the nineteenth century as the port served as a major 

trading point with Canada.  In 1820, the United States Congress appropriated funding for 

construction of a lighthouse to improve access to the Genesee River harbor; the site of 

William Hincher’s log house was purchased from Hincher’s widow and the lighthouse 

and first keeper’s house were built in 1822.  The Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse was one 

of several lighthouses built at ports on the south side of Lake Ontario in the early 1820s 

to facilitate navigation (see Inventory for more detail on the lighthouse).  The lighthouse 

remained an active aid to navigation until 1881, when the light was discontinued; its lens 

was subsequently moved to a structure on the nearby west pier.
9
 

 

Improved connections to Rochester also enhanced Charlotte’s commercial prospects.  

Steamboats began to travel between Charlotte and upriver landings in 1817, and soon 

provided regular service to both passengers and freight.  In 1849, the first reliable road 

connection was established when the Charlotte Plank Road Company improved a route 

along Broadway (now Lake Avenue) from what is now Driving Park Avenue to Latta 

                                                 
5
 For detailed information about Native American settlement patterns and land use in the region, see Phase 

IA and IB Cultural Resource Survey, Port of Rochester Harbor Improvement and Harbor Ferry Terminal, 

Prepared for the City of Rochester, County of Monroe, U.S. Department of Transportation, and New York 

State Department of Transportation, December 2000. 
6
 William F. Peck, Semi-centennial history of the city of Rochester (Syracuse: D. Mason & Co., 1884), 282; 

and William H. McIntosh, History of Monroe County, New York (Philadelphia: Everts, Ensign and Everts, 

1877), 208. 
7
 Bero Associates, Architects, Geneseee Lighthouse Historic Structures Report (1991), 9 (hereafter referred 

to as “HSR”). 
8
 Blake McKelvey, “The Port of Rochester: A History of Its Lake Trade,” Rochester History XVI, No. 4 

(October 1954), 3. 
9
 HSR, 12, 20. 
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Road and the river docks.
10

  Lake Avenue remains the primary thoroughfare linking 

Charlotte to downtown Rochester and the commercial spine of Charlotte.  The first rail 

connection was established in 1852 when the Rochester and Charlotte line was 

established; this was consolidated with the New York Central in 1853.
11

 

 

With the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825, the nearby village of Rochesterville (now 

Rochester) at the junction of the Canal and the Genesee River eclipsed Charlotte and 

other settlements along the river and became the region’s dominant community.  The 

Canal provided an efficient and reliable transportation route that diminished the 

importance of the lake trade.  Starting in the 1850s, railroads provided an even more 

efficient method of transporting goods across the state, further reducing the share of 

shipping that was routed through Charlotte and other lake ports. 

 

VILLAGE OF CHARLOTTE 1869-1916 

 

Charlotte had two key roles in the late nineteenth century: commercial/industrial port and 

summer resort.  A blast furnace was constructed near the river in 1869, the same year the 

village was incorporated, for the manufacture of pig iron, taking advantage of easy access 

to both rail lines and port facilities.  Charlotte also played an important role in the coal 

export business; coal was transported from mines in Pennsylvania, via the Buffalo, 

Rochester & Pittsburgh Railroad, to Charlotte, then transferred to barges to be shipped to 

Canadian cities.
12

   

 

In 1884, a group of businessmen from Rochester and Charlotte formed the Ontario Beach 

Improvement Company, which collaborated with the New York Central Railroad to 

promote Charlotte as a lakefront resort.  Developments included a resort hotel, 

bandshells, and other recreational amenities, and proved immediately successful, with 

crowds taking the railroad to the beach to enjoy summer breezes.  In 1889, electric 

trolleys were extended north along Lake Avenue, facilitating access to the growing resort.  

When other lakefront communities, such as Summerville, Sea Breeze, and Manitou 

Beach, were added to the electric railway system, their lines ran to Charlotte rather than 

Rochester, making Charlotte an important transportation hub.
13

  With construction of 

additional hotels, pavilions, amusement park rides, restaurants, and other amenities, 

Charlotte became known as “the Coney Island of the West,” a popular summer 

destination. 

 

CHARLOTTE AS A CITY NEIGHBORHOOD, 1916-PRESENT 

 

By the early twentieth century, Charlotte had developed a somewhat seedy reputation, 

thanks to its dance halls, beer gardens, and lax liquor laws.  The annexation of Charlotte 

                                                 
10

 Phase IA and IB Cultural Resource Survey, 56-57; and Joseph W. Barnes, “The Annexation of 

Charlotte,” Rochester History XXXVII, No. 1 (January 1975), 3. 
11

 McIntosh, 44. 
12

 Barnes, 4-5. 
13

 Barnes, 3-4. 
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by Rochester in 1916 was largely motivated by a desire to extend city police service to 

the village, enabling the city to regulate and, reformers hoped, stamp out problematic 

establishments.  Another important impetus for annexation was longstanding frustration 

that the federal government had devoted substantially more funding to improvement of 

competing ports, notably Oswego, than to similar improvements of the Charlotte port; the 

hope was that establishing Charlotte as the “Port of Rochester” would make it easier to 

attract federal funding.
14

 

 

In 1918, the city acquired the amusement park, demolished all the attractions except the 

Dentzel Carousel, and began redeveloping the property as a public beachfront park with a 

bath house and pavilions.   

 

A series of harbor improvements undertaken at the federal, municipal, and private levels 

contributed to increased commercial and passenger traffic at the port in the 1920s; this 

proved a temporary boom, as activity declined sharply with the onset of the Great 

Depression and, despite another temporary increase in activity during World War II, 

never returned to pre-Depression levels.  Regular passenger service ended in 1949 and, 

despite various plans and efforts to reinstitute ferry service in later years, never resumed.  

By the 1950s, the port was mainly used for pleasure boating rather than either 

commercial or passenger traffic; this remains the case today.
15

 

 

                                                 
14

 Barnes, 11-14 and 6-7. 
15

 McKelvey, 16-19. 
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ADDRESS/LOCATION NAME 
DATE OF 

CONSTRUCTION 

 

4492 Lake Avenue Holy Cross Church 1881 

DESCRIPTION: 

 

The following description is excerpted from the 1986 City of Rochester Historic Resources 

Survey: 

 

Holy Cross Church, constructed in 1881, is a one-story, one-bay, Medina stone structure.  

This vernacular Gothic structure sits on a random-coursed, rock-faced ashlar Medina 

stone foundation, delineated by a cut stone watertable which wraps around the entire 

building.  The building’s random, rock-faced ashlar walls rise to a flared gable roof 

sheathed with rectangular grey slates, pierced by gabled clerestory dormers. 

 

The asymmetrical façade consists of a center entrance porch with steep gable roof 

flanked by lancet windows, a square tower in the southwest corner, and a small 

rectangular chapel on the southeast side.  The non-structural buttressing at the base of the 

tower is also found in the side elevations which are divided into six bays. 

 

Please see the inventory from the 1986 survey in Appendix C for a more complete description.  

The building today includes an addition constructed in 1998-99, which incorporates an enlarged 

assembly area, new meeting area, and new kitchen.  The property includes an open area between 

the lighthouse property (see below) and Lake Avenue; historically part of the lighthouse property, 

this area does not appear to have ever been the site of any structure.  Other properties on the Holy 

Cross campus are not included in this report due to their distance from the project site.   

 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Holy Cross Church was identified as eligible for the National Register in the 1986 City of 

Rochester Historic Resources Survey.  Because it was determined eligible, it is also a Designated 

Building of Historic Value according to the City of Rochester Zoning Code.  It has not been listed 

in the National Register and is not a City of Rochester designated landmark. 

 

According to the 1986 survey, Holy Cross Church is “architecturally significant as an important 

example of nineteenth century religious architecture in the city of Rochester.”  It was designed by 

Andrew Jackson Warner, one of the city’s leading architects of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries.  It is also significant as the first Catholic church in the Charlotte 

neighborhood.  Please see Appendix C for more details. 

 

INTEGRITY  (Aspects of integrity defined by the Department of the Interior are location, 

design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association) 

 

The building retains high integrity of location, design, setting, and materials, workmanship, 

feeling, and association.  Because the 1998 addition is set back from the street and is 

architecturally subordinate to the original building, it does not detract from the building’s historic 

integrity.   
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Holy Cross Church, December 2013. 
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ADDRESS/LOCATION NAME 
DATE OF 

CONSTRUCTION 

 

4550 Lake Avenue 
Islamic Association of 

Masjid Al-Sabur 

 

c. 1912/1944 

DESCRIPTION: 

 

The building at 4550 Lake Avenue is a flat-roofed brick building, rectangular in footprint, on a 

raised concrete base.  Inset, one-story tall flat brick panels divide it visually into three bays across 

the front (west) and five along the north and south sides.  Small windows above the panels on the 

north and south sides (infilled with brick on the south side) suggest the presence of an attic level.  

Window openings are infilled with glass block on the west (primary) side and with boards on the 

north side.   

 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

 

The building at 4550 Lake Avenue has not been evaluated by the State Historic Preservation 

Office.  It is unlikely to be considered eligible for National Register listing due to is modest 

architecture and alterations to its fenestration. 

 

Architectural: 

 
The building does not appear to be architecturally significant; it is a simple, utilitarian building 

typical of the first half of the twentieth century. 

 

Historical: 

 

This site was long associated with Charlotte’s transportation and power industries, having been 

the site of a frame car barn for the Rochester Electric Railways Company (later the Rochester 

Railway Company) from about 1887 until 1912.  The 1912 Sanborn map shows a fireproof 

substation building “under construction.”  (See Appendix A for historic maps.)  The Rochester 

Railway Company was one of the entities that consolidated in 1904 into the Rochester Railway 

and Light Company, which later became the Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation (RG&E).  

 

In 1944, an item in the Greece Press noted that the Charlotte Masonic lodge was “building a new 

home at 4550 Lake Avenue.”  A building permit was issued that year to “remodel lodge hall,” 

and the building’s footprint did not change, indicating that the organization likely altered and 

reused the existing building.  In 2006, Unity Lodge #479, Free & Accepted Masons, sold the 

building to the Islamic Association of Masjid Al-Sabur. 

 

INTEGRITY  (Aspects of integrity defined by the Department of the Interior are location, 

design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association) 

 

The building retains integrity of location, setting, and materials.  Alterations to window openings 

have compromised the building’s design and feeling. 
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Islamic Association of Masjid Al-Sabur, from the northwest.  December 2013. 

 

 
Islamic Association of Masjid Al-Sabur, from the southwest.  December 2013. 
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ADDRESS/LOCATION NAME 
DATE OF 

CONSTRUCTION 

4554 Lake Avenue RG&E Substation Unknown; possibly c. 1920 

DESCRIPTION: 

 

The R&E Substation at 4554 Lake Avenue is a simple brick building, characterized by large 

expanses of brick wall infrequently interrupted by windows.  Entrance is through an 

unornamented doorway with a plain metal door.  Substation equipment extends behind the 

building. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

 

The substation at 4554 Lake Avenue has not been evaluated by the State Historic Preservation 

Office.  It is unlikely to be considered eligible for National Register listing due to is modest 

architecture. 

 

Architectural: 

 
The building’s architecture is utilitarian as befits its function.   

 

Historical: 

 

The first map to show a building this property was the 1924 Sanborn map (see Appendix A).  The 

building’s footprint does not appear to have changed, therefore, this may be the c. 1920 building.  

There are no building permits on file for the building.   

 

INTEGRITY  (Aspects of integrity defined by the Department of the Interior are location, 

design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association) 

 

Because the building’s history is not fully known, it is difficult to assess its integrity.  It does not 

show evidence of extensive changes. 
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RG&E Substation, from the northwest.  December 2013. 
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ADDRESS/LOCATION NAME 
DATE OF 

CONSTRUCTION 

4560 Lake Avenue Suss Service c. 1921, 1935-36, 1970s 

DESCRIPTION: 

 

The building at 4560 Lake Avenue is a one-story, flat-roofed, utilitarian building with a false 

mansard on its primary (west) facade.  The west side contains two overhead rolling garage doors, 

to the left, and a pedestrian door flanked by triple windows.  Side walls are rock-faced concrete 

block. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

 

The State Historic Preservation Office has not evaluated the building at 4560 Lake Avenue for 

National Register eligibility.  Based on its lack of either architectural distinction or historical 

significance, it does not appear to meet National Register criteria. 

 

Architectural: 

 
The building at 4560 does not appear architecturally significant.  Based on the appearance and 

materials of the sides of the building and on the lack of building permits since 1936, it appears the 

present building incorporates parts or all of the 1920s-30s service station/garage, but the front 

was remodeled circa 1970 with the present false mansard façade.   

 

Historical: 
 

The first known building on this site was constructed circa 1921, appearing in the 1922 Rochester 

City Directory as “Quinn James G. gasoline station.”  The first building permit on file for the site 

at the City of Rochester was issued in 1923 for construction of a cinder-block auto salesroom.  

Subsequent permits were issued in 1935 for a cinder block auto storage building and in 1936 for a 

“cinder block addition to public garage.”  Historic maps from 1926, 1936, and 1950, reproduced 

in Appendix A, show the evolution of the building’s footprint. 

 

INTEGRITY  (Aspects of integrity defined by the Department of the Interior are location, 

design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association) 

 

Assuming the building was mainly constructed in the 1920s-30s, it has lost substantial integrity 

with the remodeling of the primary (west) façade using a typical 1970s treatment. 
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Suss Service, from the southwest.  December 2013. 

 

 
Suss Service, from the northwest.  December 2013. 
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ADDRESS/LOCATION NAME 
DATE OF 

CONSTRUCTION 

4576 Lake Avenue 
4576 and 4580 Lake 

Avenue 
1985 

DESCRIPTION: 

 

The properties at 4576 and 4580 Lake Avenue are vacant.  A hip-roofed, one-story frame 

building with decorative brackets at the eaves is located at the south end of the property, set back 

from the street.  While this property is known to have been used as a miniature golf course 

starting c. 1985, no other evidence of the miniature golf course is visible. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

 

The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has not evaluated the property at 4576 Lake 

Avenue for National Register eligibility.  Because the building on the property is less than 50 

years old and does not demonstrate exceptional significance, and because there are no intact 

historic landscape features, this property does not meet National Register eligibility criteria. 

 

Architectural: 

 

The building on the property relates in style to early-twentieth century buildings at nearby 

Ontario Beach Park, but is a late-twentieth century rendition of the style and not associated with 

those earlier buildings. 

 

Historical: 

 
A 1902 plat map (see Appendix A) shows two structures on the site: an irregularly shaped 

building near the center of the lot, labeled “Medbury Est[ate],” and, at the extreme north end of 

the property along Lake Avenue, a small square structure, possibly a shed.  These appear again on 

the 1912 Sanborn map of Charlotte, where the larger building is shown as an L-shaped, two-story 

residence with a detached garage to its northeast, and a “Tool Ho[use]” is at the north end of the 

lot.  The house was demolished by 1918, when the Sanborn map showed the property under the 

ownership of the New York Central Railroad.   

 

A building permit was issued in 1985 for construction of a wood frame, seasonal building 

associated with a new miniature golf course. 

 

INTEGRITY  (Aspects of integrity defined by the Department of the Interior are location, 

design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association) 

 

Not applicable.  In this report concepts of integrity apply to buildings over 50 years old, as 

buildings less than 50 years old are rarely considered “historic.” 
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Properties at 4576 and 4580 Lake Avenue, view east.  December 2013. 

 

 
Former concession building at 4576 Lake Avenue.  December 2013. 
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ADDRESS/LOCATION NAME 
DATE OF 

CONSTRUCTION 

70 Lighthouse Street 
Charlotte-Genesee 

Lighthouse 
1822, 1863 

DESCRIPTION: 

 

The lighthouse is described in the National Register nomination as follows: 

 

On a bluff overlooking the mouth of the Genesee River and the port of Rochester, the 

Genesee Lighthouse stands in the northwest corner of the city of Rochester in an area 

known as Charlotte, formerly a separate village.  The Lighthouse stands further from the 

water than it did originally due to the filling in of marshland to the east over the past 150 

years. 

 

The 1822 octagonal limestone tower has 6’ thick foot [sic] walls which are now covered 

with ivy.  The door is iron, and a spiral iron stairway and then a ladder lead up to an 

observation platform at the top of the eighty foot high structure. 

 

The brick keeper’s house beside the light was built in 1863 replacing a smaller stone 

house.  It is 2 ½ stories with a small one story wing to the west.  The main part of the 

house is three bays wide on the front façade with a central doorway.  The house has the 

air of simple, well-maintained functionalism with square stone lintels, a single chimney 

and a gable roof. 

 

Please see Appendix E for the full National Register nomination. 

 

The landscape surrounding the lighthouse consists mainly of grassy lawn.  The terrain is mostly 

level and drops off steeply at the east property line.  Besides the lighthouse and keeper’s house, 

features on the site include:  

 

• Gable-roofed, frame garage, c. 1937, at the southwest corner of the property 

• Reconstructed well house, c. 1980s, at south side of property 

• Bicentennial Peace Garden, 2012, consisting of a rectangular garden along the south 

property edge 

• Flagpole in lawn north of keeper’s house 

• Rose garden, a triangular bed in the lawn north of the tower 

• One mounted interpretive sign, with shrubs around it, south of the keeper’s house 

• Brick sidewalk leading from Lighthouse Street toward the west side of the keeper’s 

house, where it intersects concrete sidewalks leading to the front and rear doors  

 

The steep slope at the east property line terminates at a concrete retaining wall and staircase (the 

stair is fenced off as it is deteriorating).  These are on the adjacent property, owned by CSX.  The 

wall was built in 1915 in association with adjacent railway projects. 

 

Please see Appendix D for sections of the Historic Structures Report for the lighthouse. 
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SIGNIFICANCE: 

 

The Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse was listed in the National Register in 1974 in recognition of 

its significance as “one of the earliest vintage of light stations constructed in New York State,” 

and as an important site related to Great Lakes navigation and the development of the Port of 

Rochester (see Appendix E for the National Register nomination).  It is the oldest U.S. lighthouse 

on Lake Ontario, and has played an important role in the history of Charlotte. 

 

The lighthouse was designated a City of Rochester landmark in 1974 in recognition of its 

significance as one of the most important sites in the early history of Rochester. 

 

Architectural: 

 

The lighthouse was one of several built along the Great Lakes by the U.S. government in the 

early 1820s, and is an excellent example of the architecture and construction methods in use at 

the time.  The original keeper’s house built in 1822 was replaced by the present one in 1863. 

 

Historical: 

 

The lighthouse is significant for its role in the early development of Charlotte as a port that 

played an important part in Great Lakes trade and navigation. 

 

The lighthouse site was home to the first European-American settler of Charlotte, William 

Hincher (or Hencher), who built a log cabin on the bluff in 1791-92.  After Congress appropriated 

funding for construction of a lighthouse to facilitate navigation at the juncture of the Genesee 

River and Lake Ontario, Hincher’s widow sold the site to the government, and the tower and 

original keeper’s house were built in 1822.  The present keeper’s house replaced the original in 

1863. 

 

The property presently associated with the lighthouse is a portion of the original lighthouse 

property, which extended to Lake Avenue, to the west, and the river’s edge, to the east (see 1855 

property map, below).  Sanborn maps reproduced below illustrate the evolution of the property in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.   

 

The light remained in operation until February 1881.  In 1884 the lantern structure was removed 

from the lighthouse and moved to a new light station at the west pier. 

 

The evolution of the lighthouse building and, to some extent, site, are documented in detail in the 

Historic Structures Report for the Genesee Lighthouse prepared by Bero Associates [now Bero 

Architecture] in 1991. 

 

INTEGRITY  (Aspects of integrity defined by the Department of the Interior are location, 

design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association) 

 

The period of significance for the lighthouse was identified in the 1991 Historic Structures Report 

as 1863-1880, representing the period from construction of the present keeper’s house until the 

light was decommissioned.   
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Integrity, continued 

 

The lighthouse and keeper’s house retain high integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 

workmanship, feeling, and association.  The Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Society, which was 

formed in 1983 to preserve the lighthouse and operate the site as a museum, has worked 

diligently to restore the exterior of the lighthouse to its period of significance.   

 

The surrounding landscape has retained its general historic character as an open, grassy lawn 

despite reduction of the size of the property and changes to the character of surrounding 

properties.  Outbuildings and planting beds on the property postdate the period of significance but 

do not detract from the property’s overall integrity.  While the building retains integrity within its 

immediate setting, changes beyond the property line have in some cases negatively affected the 

integrity of the lighthouse setting.  In the nearly two centuries since construction of the light, the 

shoreline has extended north, increasing the distance between the lighthouse and the shoreline.  

Growth of trees beyond the property has also made it difficult to perceive the association between 

the lighthouse and the lake.   

 

 

 

Current Photographs: 
 

 
The Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse from the south.  December 2013. 
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The Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse from the east, with the 1916 retaining wall in the foreground.  

December 2013. 

 

 
The Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse from the west, looking toward the Genesee River.  December 

2013. 
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The Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse from the north.  December 2013. 

 

 
Circa 1937 garage.  December 2013. 
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Bicentennial Garden, added in 2011-2012.  December 2013. 
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Historic Photographs: 

 

 
View of the Keeper’s House and Lighthouse, south and west elevations, looking northeast, circa 

1885-1900.  Reproduced from the HSR; original source: Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Historical 

Society.  

 

 
Keeper’s House and Lighthouse from the south, with barn at extreme right.  Source: Charlotte-

Genesee Lighthouse Historical Society. 
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View of the lighthouse, circa 1900. 

 

 

 

 
Circa 1915 view of lighthouse keeper and family, showing the south elevation of the kitchen 

wing, brick outhouse, and board-and-batten barn in the background.  Reproduced from the HSR; 

original source: Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Historical Society. 
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Circa 1915-20 view of the lighthouse from the southeast, with railroad tracks in the foreground.  

Reproduced from the HSR; original source: Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Historical Society. 

 

 
Diagonal walks south of the Keeper’s House are visible in this view, circa 1916.  Reproduced 

from the HSR; original source: Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Historical Society. 
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This 1916 view of the Lighthouse shows the recently constructed retaining wall. 

 

 
Circa 1922 view of the Lighthouse from the east. 
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Circa 1922 view of the Lighthouse and Keeper’s House from the south. 

 

 
This circa 1930s-40s aerial view shows the Lighthouse, in the foreground, in relation to the 

railroad, the 1905 Hojack Swing Bridge, and the harbor.  Note orchard and garden areas on the 

Lighthouse property.  Source: Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse Historical Society. 
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Appendix A: Historic Maps 
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This rendition of the original survey map for Charlotte shows division of the land into 

lots, circa 1795.  The lighthouse was ultimately built on lot 28.  From the archives at the 

Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse. 
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Reproduced from the Historic Structures Report for the Charlotte-Genesee Lighthouse.  
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This 1855 map shows the Lighthouse and original Keeper’s House.  Note the property 

extends from the bank, on the east, to Lake Avenue, on the west.  Reproduced from the 

Historic Structures Report; the original map is at the National Archives. 
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1872 plat map showing the Lighthouse and surrounding properties.  Source: Monroe 

County Library System. 
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1891 map of Lighthouse property.  Reproduced from the Historic Structures Report; 

original is at the National Archives. 
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1902 plat map showing the lighthouse and surrounding properties.  Source: Monroe 

County Library System. 
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1912 Sanborn map showing Lighthouse and surrounding properties. 
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1918 plat map.  Source: Monroe County Library System. 

 

 
1926 plat map.  Source: Monroe County Public Library. 
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1936 plat map.  Source: Monroe County Library System. 
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1950 Sanborn map. 
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Appendix B: Sections of 2000 Cultural Resources Report 
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Appendix C: Building-Structure Inventory Form, Holy Cross Church 

from the 1986 City of Rochester Historic Resources Survey 
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Appendix D: National Register Nomination, Charlotte-Genesee 

Lighthouse 
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Appendix E: Historic Structures Report Excerpts, Genesee Lighthouse 

“Historic Overview” and “Landscape and Outbuildings” Sections 
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